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\ .. 1A\_~~N§ 
The Secul'~e Care Consortium is a grolJP I~f ~rbfesS~I~~~)~' 

involved in seCIJre correctional care for Juvenl~'1:s'""1''ri twelve 
Northeastern states, the District of Columbia, Ohio and Michigan. 
The Consortium includes Commissioner level staff from 
participating states and involves detention providers as well as 
representatives of long-term facilities. The Consortium proJect 
is funded by the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. 

Secure care for Juveniles has never been a high priority for 
any level of government. The slim resources available for 
treating delinquents have tended, in the past several years, to 
be channeled into community-based programmlng. 

Recently, dwindling resources and hardened public attltudes 
toward crime have resulted in an increasing number of Juvenlles 
in secure institutions for longer sentences. A new national 
focus on making secure care work is both necessary and timely. 

In the past year the Consortium has pursued a numcer of 
approaches to encourage sharing of information on new programs 
and useful approaches in the secure care fleld. Several new 
materials addressing needs of secure care providers have been 
produced including a film on locked isolation, an aid for 
trainlng front-line staff about child abuse and a catalogue of 
best secure practices. 

We have a continuing concern about the incidences of child 
abuse in locked correctional facilities. By and large, maJor 
recent efforts to prevent institutional child abuse and encourage 
the reporting of incidents have passed Juvenile corrections by. 

This .small booklet is a first step towards improving 
understanding between corrections people and the child protection 
agencies charged with investigating institutional abuse. Our 
perception is that the involvement of child protection workers in 
secure facllities has been minimal. Investigatlons of incidents 
in facilities of this type have often had unsatisfactory results. 
The secure environment is alien territory for the average Chlld 
protection worker. Hopefully, this very basic introduction to 
secure care will help workers conduct more effective 
invest i gat ions. 
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Introduction 

The child protection workers who investigate alleged abuse 
in most states are generally unfamiliar with a host of special 
problems involved in investigating incidents in detention and 
locked long-term correctional facilities. 

In some states the most serious problem will be confllcting 
values. A secure care worker might, for example, talk openly 
abcll.lt "punishing" residents for "offences," descY'ibe extt~emely 
restrictlve search and security procedures and define the 
essential mlSSlon of his agency as "c1.lstcldy." Acc1.tstclmed tCI 
professionals who give at least lip service to current child 
welfare articles of faith, the child protection worker may begin 
exhibiting all the symptoms of profound culture shock and making 
clouded Judgments as a result. 

This.is not a step-by-step guide on how to conduct an 
investigation. Th04gh, in researching this document, we came to 
the opinion that such a guide is sorely needed, botn our mandate 
and our resources dictate a less comprehensive aooroach. 

This booklet is designed to familiarize the child protection 
worKer witH some of the issues of secure care. We must emphasize 
that correctional programs and professionals are Cgi all alike. 
In a field of secure correctional care across the country we find 
some individuals who have created good child care programs by 
anybody\s standards. 

We have taken an extremely strong position on the Question 
of instltutional abuse generally. While the immedlate safety of 
the cnild is always the first priority, our view is that beyond 
this pOlnt lnstitutional abuse diverges sharoly from abuse within 
the family and community. An instltutional abuse lnvestigation 
is an investigation of serious misconduct by a paid, professional 
employee. The investigator's Job is to collect hard evidence on 
what actually happened. This is the best protectlon available 
for both the worker's livelihood and for the children who live in 
tne facllity. 
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A Secur~ Facil~ty 

When you drive up to the facility, you're a little shocked. 
It's a flat, unattractive building that really looks like a Jail. 
The huge fence, topped with razor wire, doesn't help the 
atmosphere. All the windows are narrow and have some kind of 
dark metal screen that makes it impossible to see into them. You 
don't see any bars, but who needs bars in this day and age? 
Suddenly you remember that this is a gbil~~gn~§ facility. Sure 
doesn't look like one. 

When you get into the lobby, you feel like you've entered 
another world. There are signs allover telling you the legal 
penalties for bringing in contraband or helping someone escape. 
That's not what you're here for, but it makes you feel a little 
guilty anyway. There's a man in a bulletproof glass booth across 
the way. He's surrounded on both sides by big barred steel doors 
that he controls electrically. Each door has another door Just 
beyond it. When he lets someone in, the first door shuts behind 
him before the second door opens. The doors make big metallic 
clangs as they open and close, Just like a prison movie. You 
walk over to him. 

"Carl I help you?" he says. 

You give him your name and ask to see the Superintendent. 

"May I see your driver's licerlse, please?" he says. 

You give him your license. He consults a list on a 
clipboard. He looks very careft.llly at the license, like a 
highway patrolman about to give you a fifty dollar ticket. He 
puts your license in a card file. You suddenly realize that he's 
not gOing to give it back to you. 

"Your~' re not on the list, II he says. 

You tell him that the Superintendent said to call his office 
when you arrived. 

"I'll have to look in the briefcase," he says. "Please open 
it. " 

You open your briefcase. Carefully. 

"Sit down over there, II he tells you. 

You take one of the seats in the lobby. While you're 
waiting a correctional officer comes out with the first child 
you've seen there. He's wearing handcuffs. The officer is 
armed. The kid looks harmless enough, for all that. 
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Finally, the Superintendent comes down and takes you for a 
tour of the facility. By this time you're a little angry at the 
reception you got, but he doesn't even mention it, much less 
apo log i ze. 

He shclws yOll one of the IIwi .... igsll; yOll notice that the staff 
occasionally slip and call them IIcellblocl-i.s." There isn't mUch 
a "day room ll similar to sllch rooms in large institutions 
everywhere, a television, a pool table, ping pong, old metal 
chairs. 

The children live in little cells along a double-loaded 
corridor. Each cell is precisely the same - a metal bunk bolted 
to the floor, a little light coming through the metal grill over 
the tiny window, a combined toilet and washstand, a few personal 
articles. The doors all have view~orts - there's no privacy. 
The doors are huge with complicated locks that can be released 
from a central point. 

The faCility, otherwise, has a few classrooms, like 
classrooms everywhere. There's an outdoor playing field, fairly 
small with a basketball court in the center and surrounded by the 
ferlce. 

The gym seems nice. 
on and a recreation staff 
to see that relationships 
friendly and relaxed. 

There's a weightlifting program going 
teaching gymnastics. You're surprised 
between staff and residents seem 

You stay for lunch. Both staff and kids Joke a lot about 
the food, but it isn't that bad. Staff at this facility eat with 
the residents, though you've heard that this isn't true at most 
secure facilities. 

You're almost feeling comfortable - until you notice that no 
one can leave the cafeteria until all the flatware is counted. 
No one else takes any notice. 

You ask an officer what happens if the count is short. He 
describes a "shakedown" - each of the residents is searched and 
taken elsewhere; if the flatware isn't found, the cafeteria is 
then searched. They keep searching until they find it. He goes 
on talking about searches and "shakedowns." Children coming into 
the faci 1 ity are rOI.lt inely "strip-searched. II Cells are "shaken 
down" regularly, particularly if contraband is suspected. Even 
visitors pass through a metal detector. You suddently realize 
that the officer in the booth treat~d you with considerable 
courtesy in Just asking you to open your briefcase. 

You're forced to admit that the educational program looks 
good. The teachers are working hard to teach basic skills. The 
"shop" program teaches a lot of Job skills. 
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You keep running into things that bother you. Like 
"isolat i.::tr, cells," for example. The staff are Sl..lpposed to call 
them "quiet rooms, II but they don't. They're Just like the other 
rooms, only all the fixtures are designed to prevent suicide or 
vandalism. The kids are put in in underwear and, with the 
Superintendent's approval, can stay for several days. That's 
what they do when somebody tries suicide or is IIdangero'_ls to 
himself, others or property." 

And, frankly, all this talk of "counts" and "shakedowns" 
doesn't help. Does there have to be so much security? 

****** 

The above description doesn't fit every secure facility. 

We've borrowed pieces of a dozen facilities from the hund~~eds 

we've visited. In fact, the description above is a great dis-

service to a few model secure programs. There are facilities 

offering very good care, very complete service~ and very 

unobtrusive security. We don't need to describe them because, in 

terms of an abuse investigation, they don't present a unique 

problem. They're Just like other children's facilities in most 

respects. 

Secure facilities may, however, be very different from other 

children's institutions in key areas. You may find certain 

security measures in the best of facilities excessive, but you 

must remember that the containment of residents is defined by the 

public as the maJor mission of a secure facility. Generally, the 

quality of the program is not considered that important, but when 

escapes take place, eventually heads roll. 

It is not easy to run an institution with a limited number 

of staff and prevent escape. Many of the children in secure care 
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are experie~ced evaders. Then too, ma~y residents have a history 

of violence. In some secure e~vironme~ts security measures like 

"flatware co~trol" may, on reflect ion, be necessat~y to avoid 

serious assauJts by reside~ts o~ other residents or on staff. 

Lax security results i~ a whole range of problems - escapes, 

weapo~s, drugs, rapes and assaults. 8efore you form an opinio~ 

that, for example, "a~al searches II are an un~ecessary 

humiliatio~, consider th~ possible co~seque~ces of the many types 

of contraband. 

You might observe that better direct care staff ratios and 

increased supervision might make some of the security less 

~ecessary. Many secure care professio~als would agree, but they 

do~'t write the state budget either. 

Our point is this: 

You should ~ot form hasty, emotional Judgme~ts 
about secure facilities or secure care practices. 
Child protectio~ staff sometimes seem to believe 
either that all secure facilities a~d secure care 
staff are abusive or that harsh punishme~ts are 
needed to co~trol "those childre~. II 80th of 
these opposite Judgme~ts is superficial and false. 

It is difficult to see how a child abuse investigator who holds 

either belief could co~duct a~ objective investigatio~ in a 

secure i~stitutio~. 

The ~u~ctio~ of this paper is to begi~ to introduce child 

abuse investigators to the issues and problems involved i~ 

investigating incide~ts in secure correctio~al setti~gs. We 

emphasize that this is Qnl~ an i~troductio~. There is a great 
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deal of va~iety in p~actice ac~oss the count~y; it is ve~y 

impo~tant that the investigator becomes familiar with the 

individu~l facility and the secu~e care system of his own state. 
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The Nature of the Investigation 

Investigating alleged child abuse in a secure correctional 

facility presents special problems. Fundamentally, the 

background and training of the child protection workers assigned 

to such investigations in most states do little to prepare th~m 

for a task of this nature. Few states have especially trained 

teams for institutional abuse investigations let alone people 

specially trained to conduct investigations in detention or long 

term secure facilities. All too frequently! the investigation is 

the worker's first experience of secure correctional care. 

There is a fundamental difference between investigating an 

incident between parent and child in the community and 

investigating alleged staff misconduct in a secure institution. 

The goal in the overwhelming majority of abuse cases in the 

community, once the primary goal of protecting the child's safety 

is reasonably assured, is to preserve the integrity of a family 

to keep parent and child together. This is, of course, not the 

goal of an institutional abuse investigation. You see to the 

child's protection, but, beyond that point, you are a fact 

finder. 

In investigating alleged abuse in a secure facility, you are 

investigating alleged misconduct by a public employee. The 

employee, in lasl",ing Ol..lt at a child, may be reacting to personal 

emotional strains very similar to those of a parent in the 

community, but the standards for conduct of a paid, trained 
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professional must be immeasurably higher than those applied to a 

parent. 

The primary goal of an institutional abuse investigation is 

to find out what happened. This may seem obvious, but, in our 

experience, child abuse investigators sometimes have a difficult 

time assuming the role of the fact finder. The desi t"e to 

understand and to help is, after all, a fundamental motivation of 

social services personnel. 

In the maJority of abuse cases in the community, the 

collection of evidence may seem not all that important. The 

incidents involved will not result in criminal action. The 

worker may be satisfied to know that §Qm~ibinB happened, but not 

find it necessary to investigate thoroughly as long as the parent 

is willing to accept help. Only in the more serious cases of 

physical or sexual assault will the question of evidence seem 

paramount. And in those cases, of course, a police agency is 

likely to be involved. On the whole, the child abuse 

investigator may have little experience in the role of 

"detective." 

Our position is that the investigation of alleged abuse in a 

secure facility calls for "detective work." The investigator 

should, we feel, take off his or her social services hat for the 

durat ion. 

If the employee is innocent, we want to clear the record as 

affirmatively as possible. If the employee is guilty, we want to 

be sure that the collected evidence sustains a Job action or 

possible recommendation of criminal prosecution. Chi ld 
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protection workers in some states have been heard to complain 

about abusive staff retur~ed to their posts after civil service 

heari~gs - in many instances the fault lies with the evidence 

collected a~d presented by the child protectio~ agency. 

The only realistic solution to this problem is the 

establishment of an institutional abuse investigatio~ team 

trained in professional investigative techniques and familiar 

with institutional norms and routines. A few states have such 

teams, but, in these hard economic times, such specialized 

services have frequently been a target for cutbacks. 

opinion, such teams are highly desirable. 

In our 

We do want to make one obvious point about the nature, 

really, of all investigations. It is easy, in a paper like this 

one, to make it all sound so easy. In secure facilities, as 

elsewhere, piecing together what happened in the aftermath of a 

critical incident is a tedious, ultimately uncertain task. You 

can rarely know what happened with total certainty. 

You have some facts, some opinions, some hearsay and some 

assumptions. All you can do is present your findings clearly -

clearly identifying what is fact and what isn't. Any 

investigation is likely to uncover a few facts and a great many 

statements, many contradictory and mutually exclusive. 

said what, get as much physical evidence as possible and organize 

the cas~ as best you can. 
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What IS normal in Secure Care? 

Imagine that you are investigating an alleged act of abuse 

in the community. When the child misbehaved, the mother took 

away his clothes and locked him in his room. When he still 

failed to settle down, she handcuffed him to his bed for several 

hours. He spent several days locked in his room. 

A mother who behaved in this fashion would be referred for 

psychiatric evaluation. Her behavior would be considered grossly 

abnormal and abusive. Secure facility staff, following the 

agency policy manual to the letter, frequently respond in 

precisely this fashion. Is this abuse? 

From a practical point of view, can only the purely personal 

acts of an individual worker be considered abusive? If agency 

policies are abusive, can the worker be held individually 

responsible for following them? No, but you, as the 

investigator, have the responsibility for reporting abusive 

institutional poliCies and recommending change. 

This may be the most difficult part of your Job. At what 

point does isolation become abusive? After eight hours? A day? 

Three days? A week? This is a road with few guideposts. 

Standards covering other forms of institutional care in your 

state and national standards, like those in the §~ig§sQQ~_gn 

Bg§iggnii~l_gbilg_g~~§ and those promulgated by the American 

Correctional Association are the best sources of information on 

accepted practice. 
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It's very important that you know if the worker was 

following accepted practice at the facility. If he is doing what 

he was told and trained to do, you probably cannot find that Q§ 

committed an abusive act. 

If, however, what he was told to do deviates sharply from 

national standards or is evidently cruel or inhumane, you can and 

should make a case against the facility. Methods for dealing 

with abusive policies at a facility differ from state to state. 

In_sn~_~~~n!~_~E~~_£ea§_ia_£~~teinl~_!nst_m~£b_at~Eng~~_if 

§~QeE~!~g_a~_nstiEnsl_a~g~r~_gs~~_atsnQsrQa~ 

yg~_m~§!_r§eQ_!b§_QElig~_men~~l~_Q§_e~~t~_Ef_~n~_sQQligeal~ 

.li£gnaing_atsngsrQa~_EQ§§r~§_!b§_QrQgrsro_snQ_ea~_g~§a!iQn§_e£Eg! 

§!sngetQ_Qrs£!i£g_!Q_g§!_s_a§n§§_Qf_bQ~_!n~_fs£ilit~_QQ§~e!§§~ 

If you are unfamiliar with the facility, this preliminary step is 

sQ§Qlg!~l~ essential. 

Ib~_ErQgrsm_sng_B2~!in~§ 

Some generalizations may be useful. You may find, for 

example, that secure care routines are far more rigid than 

routines in other facilities. The same activities take place at 

the same time every day and involve the same staff members. This 

may be very useful to the investigator in determining Just where 

everyone involved was at the time of an incident - or, at least, 

where they were supposed to be. You may use this to locate those 

who may have witnessed an event. 

Extensive records are kept on every aspect of the operation 

at most secure facilities. These may include daily reports to 
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the administration, a running log at the unit, a disciplinary 

log, a restraint log, critical incident reports and other 

records. 8n_in~~§iigEiQ~_§bQ~lQ_iEh§_iim§_iQ_1Q£Ei§_Ell_§~i§iin£ 

~~£QtQ§_£Q~§tin£_ib~_iim§_Qf_ib§_in£iQ§ni~ At the very least 

this will assist in determining who was present - and may provide 

actual descriptions of what happened. Though this may seem a 

simple point, it's surprising how often one or more of these 

primary sources of information is overlooked. 

In some facilities the use of mechanical restraint or 

handcuffs may be a standard response to misbehavior. When is 

this abuse? This may be a hard question to answer, even though, 

in the particular case, the use of restraint may be widely 

inappropriate as a human response. Once again, national 

standards may provide guidance in evaluating facility policy. In 

most cases, restraint may be only used for brief periods when the 

child is a danger to himself or others. Restraint or solitary 

confinement should not be a permitted punishment. 

You should be aware that mechanical restraints and isolation 

~r§ sometimes used as summary punishments for petty offences. 

Virtually all secure facilities officially prohibit this 

practice, limiting the use of such extraordinary measures to very 

drastic situations involving dangerous or highly destructive 

behavior. Still, abuses of restraint or isolation are relatively 

common. 

Handcuffs or other restraining devices may be used to 

inflict pain. A relatively common abuse is to handcuff a child, 

possibly under perfectly legitimate circumstances according to 
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facility policy, but to apply the handcuffs so that they cut off 

cit~culat ion. In a case involving trained workers or correctional 

officers, it is difficl.llt to believe that this cOltld be 

un i nt ent i onal. Correctional workers are or should be trained in 

the use of restraints. 

Another "normal" ablJse is "roughing lIP" kids on their day of 

discharge and threatening to do worse - or actually doing it - if 

they ever return. This may mean nothing more than a few 

half-serious threats and a punch in the shoulder, or it may mean 

the administration of a painful beating. 

The use of other residents to punish a child is also a 

possibility. This practice is age-old and may be an informal 

feature of some very traditional programs. 

§!sff 

Secure care staff are little different from other 

institl.ltional staff. They may tend to look on outsiders with 

distrust. They live together in a closed world and may be very 

afraid of offending the people that they have to see every day. 

The average staff member does not approve of abusive 

behavior, but that may not mean a willingness to report it or 

provide information. Staff and administrators may be reluctant 

to report some abuse cases because the action involves a very 

widespread or common practice that has existed for so long that 

they sincer~ly do not regard it as child abuse. 

E!!i!~Q§§~_~bilQ§2~b~_EnQ_Q§fini!i2n_2f_£bilQ_£s~§_§!Eif_Eng 

~Qmini§i~sii2n_~§£~cQin£_!b§i~_~§c£§a!i2n_2f_~bEi_E£i~511~ 
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g9n§iii~~~§_gnilQ_~2~§§_~nQ_n§gl§gi_i§_~_Y§~~_imQ9~i~ni_is§~ 

~uigu_m~§i_2§_sgggmQli§b§Q_if_l~§iing_gb~ng§§_~~§_!Q_Qgg~~~ 

§9ro§_§isi~§_~§§_Q~gf§§§iQn~1_gQ~~§giiQn~1_gffi£§~§~_ic~in§Q 

fQc_ib§_~g~li_Q~i§Qn_§~§i~m~_!Q_c~n_~~y§nil§_f~£iliii§§~ The 

reality is that "child care ll is not seerl to be the fl.trIction l:;Jf 

these officers. Their Job descriptions usually reflect an 

emphasis on discipline, supervision and security. 

Social services people feel very strong prejudices against 

such I/Ilnifo~~med guards. II The reality is that marly l;:If these 

officers form very warm relationships with residents and know 

more about them, about their problems and about what happens at 

the facility than anyone else. 

Correctional officers are trained. This training emphasizes 

professional ism. Though self-defense and even riflery may be 

taught, brutality toward residents is strongly prohibited. 

Professional correctional officers are not more likely to abuse 

children than child care workers in other facilities. 

Some secure care staff - particularly untrained staff in 

marginal facilities - do subscribe to the notion that stern 

measures are necessary to control residents. They will tell you 

that their clients behave like subhumans and have to be treated 

as such and that physical punishment I'is all these people 

understand." 

Surprisingly, some investigators seem to fall for this kind 

of gross rationalization for abuse and neglect. It m<ay be that 

the secure care environment is so strange and threatening that 

they lose touch with their ordinary values. 
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B§§i9§n1§ 

The children in secure facilities ~~§ a difficult bunch. 

Many have been incarcerated for very violent acts, or it seems 

that way at first glance. 

11_i§_nQi_~nli~§1~_in_2_§gsg~§_fsSilii~_ig_§nsQgni§~_E_f§~ 

~Qilg~§n_~bg_bsyg_Qg§n_sQnYisi§g_gf_m~~gg~~_~sgg~_s~mgg_~QQQ§ty 

gr_Qib§r_§§~iQg§_g~im~§~ Although the overwhelming maJority of 

kids in detention and the maJority of kids in secure long term 

care have nQi been committed for assaultive acts. 

A staff member may refer to the child as "a fllI..lr'det'er" which 

makes it difficult to remember that you are dealing with a child. 

IQs~_s_gQilg_bs§_~§§n_ggn~isigg_Qf_s_Yi91~ni_g~lmg_g9§3_nQi_mgsn 

ib2i_bg_i3_ggt~§ni!~_§itb§~_gsng§~Qg§_g~_~iQl§ntL While, on the 

face of things, this may seem a ridiculous statement, pause to 

corlsi der it. 

Many II murderers II are ch i I drerl who, for examp 1 e, werli; t h 1"01.1 gh 

the victim's pockets after an older, more violent person 

performed the actual assault. Because they aided in a crime that 

resulted in murder, they are, technically, guilty of murder. 

Other " mI..1rderers" may have committed a wi ld desperate act, 

unaware of the possible consequences and under extremely 

stressful circumstances. 

Other offenses are, equallYT poor guidelines for Judging 

what kind of person a child is. The nature of the child's 

offense for which the child was c~r.~itted or detained should be 

ignored when investigating an abusive act allegedly committed 

against him. 
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Oddly enough, you will find some of the most passive 

children in the correctional system in secure facilities, though 

you will also find children who act out very aggressively. The 

fact is that people who run away from things are often passive. 

A child can end up in secure care for running away from less 

restrictive p~ograms. The children in secure care are not 

necessarily assaultive. 

One point must be made about the secure care kids. Their 

confinement does not alter the fact that they have the same 

rights and the same needs as any child. 

This may bs difficult to remeolber if the "child" is a 

tough-looking delinquent who works out in the weight room every 

day. In some cases the abusive adult may seem like a poor 

physical specimen compared with such a "child. II It may seem that: 

this could not be "child abllse, II bl.lt the child, despite 

appearances, is Just a child. 

In facilities in many states, the "child ll may tlll""n OI.lt not, 

in fact, to be legally a child. Facilities sometimes mix 

residents who are children according to state law with older 

residents. You may discover that your victim is a few months too 

old for "child abuse. II If so, don't f,::trget t,;:! repo~"t the 

incident t.;:! a high level of the ~"esp':lnsible agency; 1I.,."esident 

abuse" is still against policy and, for that matter, usually 

against the law. 

Are the children reliable witnesses? This is, of course, a 

fundamental issue in investigations. Some secure care 

professionals have taken the exceedingly self-serving stand that 
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they are ~ot, that Dg~blD9 they say ca~ be trusted. It has beeh 

suggested that these childre~ will make false reports agaihst 

staff members they do~'t like. 

While i~sta~ces of false reports do occur in all types of 

facilities, nothing in our experiehce suggests that such reports 

are more likely to occur ih secure facilities. An investigator 

must always examine the available evidence carefully, looking for 

substa~tiation of witnesses' statements. If there is a major 

discrepa~cy betwee~ what children say and what staff members say, 

the possibility of a co~spiracy by the residents against the 

accused staff member must be considered. 

remote, but does exist. 

Such a possibility is 

We offer this observation: a child abuse allegatio~ 

discloses a problem. If the allegation is based on fact, the 

problem is child abuse. If the allegation is~'t fact, the 

problem may be the child's. If a group of children concoct a 

false story, there is something fundamentally wro~g with the 

group's norms for behavior. It would be easy to blame that 

totally on the group, but the fact is that the facility must, if 

this happe~s, have some serious deficiencies. It's your Job to 

determine who it is who has a problem. 

the problem exists. 

It may be assumed that 

From a practical poi~t of view, a case based solely on the 

basis of resident's stateme~ts, in the abse~ce of supporting 

evide~ce of the testimony of staff members, is u~likely to be 

sufficiently strong to result in ahY action. A case where D9 

other evidence exists would, in a~y event, seem suspicious. We 
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might observe that the presentation of such a case is probably a 

reflection of the abilities of the investigator. Other evidence, 

positive or negative, is always present. 

ICQ~~l§g_sbilgcgn_in_a§S~C§_SQ~~§siiQnsl_E~Qg~~ma_~~§_§~ill 

~hilQ~gn_~i~b_ib§_asmg_n§gQ§_sng_f§§ling§_s§_Q~b§~§~ 
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Prevention 

Preve~tio~ of abuse i~ secure facilities is an importa~t 

though ~eglected issue. We corlside~" that the child'r'erl i~ SeCI..ire 

facilities are more endangered by abuse than other children, but 

this endangerme~t is ~ot due to tne nature of the population or 

the qualities of the staff. The primary problem is o~e of 

isolat ion. 

Children who live at home or in community-based facilities 

come in contact with quite a number of people in the course of 

the day other than their caretakers. It is quite possible, eve~ 

likely, that a child in secure care is seen only by employees of 

the facility for days or weeks. 

Good facilities fil"ld ways to replace this "natl.lral 

monitoring" through commu~ity boards, vc,lr.tnteers arid other 

vis i tors. These are good suggestions for facilities with ser~ous 

patter~s of abuse. 

In addition tl:;J a lack of u~,:)fficial monitoril"lg, it sh,::tuld be 

remarked that, in many states, long term secure a~d detention 

facilities are u~lice~sed a~d virtually u~regulated. TM el'''e is rl.::t 

existing check on the facility's ow~ i~terpretation of its 

ma~date and on the quality of care and services. 

Child protection age~cies can and should have a role in 

addressi~g these problems. Curiously, the abuse prevention 

programs available to other types of programs have often passed 

Juvenile corrections by. Workshops to create awareness of child 

abuse laws and the ~ature and causes of abuse are available ln 
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other types of facilities and should be extended to Juvenile 

cor~ections. 

If we look at abuse reporting statistics, we find an 

interesting pattern. Abuse reports F-om secure facilities are 

relatively rare. In at least one state we studied, there has 

D§~gt been a report from the secure long-term facility for 

children. In visiting that problem-ridden facility we determined 

that teachers and other professional staff, those who might be 

expected to be most aware of abuse issues, were unaware of their 

legal resoonsibility to report incidents. Educational and 

awareness programs are sorely needed. 
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Helpful Hints 

1. Read the facility policy manual ~\rId take a g':)'::td ll:)ok at 

the total program ~§fQ~§ investigating. Before beginning any 

interviews, try to review as many do~uments and records as 

possible to thoroughly familiarize yourself with the 

circumstances of the alleged incident. An informed interviewer 

is able to ask more pertinent questions and, in general, project 

a more confident demeanor that encourages more truthful responses 

from staff and resident interviewees. 

2. Get a list of ~ll records and locate any material with 

any conceivable bearing on the incident. Examine the child's 

file, critical incident reports, medical reports, shift logs, 

work schedules, restraint logs, discipline logs, shift reports 

and anything else that you can find. A number of investigators 

report finding written accounts of incidents in unlikely places. 

3. Interview a wide range of staff and childre~. Use 

records to determine potential witnesses. 

4. When posing questions, try not to suggest what you 

believe is the appropriate response. 

5. Do ask some straightforward, pointed questions about 

details to help establish the honesty and truthfulness of the 

interviewee. Questions regarding several minor obscure points 

should be asked of each interviewee, since specific questions of 

this kind are most difficult for potential conspirators to 

predict and pre-arrange similar responses to. 
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6. Take careful notes of what witnesses say and check even 

minor details against each other. You usually break a false 

story by checking on minor inconsistencies. However, do not be 

so over-zealous as to mistake simple errors regarding a minor 

detail for deliberate deviousness. 

of non-verbal clues. 

Look for patterns. 8e awal"e 

7. Conduct interviews with a wide range of staff and kids 

on the same day. 

story. 

Don't give people time to construct a false 

8. I t has been found that if the il'west i gat 0'1" 

"inadvertently" mentiol'"ls a few insignificant facts abol.lt an 

incident which he/she knows to be true, the interviewee often 

assumes that the investigator actually knows the entire true 

story and is thus prompted to reveal the truth about the 

significant details of the case. 

9. Try to establish rapport, comaraderie, with staff 

interviewees. Some staff are more prone to reveal the truth if 

they feel that the investigator understands the difficulties of 

their Job, the lack of resources provided by the administrations, 

the difficult nature of the residents, etc. 

10. When interviewing children, remember: 

a. You represent an authority figure to the child. 

Children may be afraid of the interview and 

afraid of disapproval or punishment. 

b. The child may be afraid of betraying the offender, 

fear the loss of the person's regard and/or 

further punishment. 
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c. The child may IIbl.lY into ll the system arId n,:,t see 

hi mse l' as abused -- II I rnout hed .:,'f s.::o I d ese~~ved t I:, 

be put in solitary for a week. That's the ~~I.lle." 

11. Don't be misled by statistics on unfounded allegations. 

Frivolous child abuse complaints are not the rule. Thet"e is 

usually some basis for concern. One technique to discredit abuse 

allegations which has been used by unscrupulous administrators is 

to purposely report incidents which they know to be frivolous as 

alleged child abuse so as to develop a record of unsubstantiated 

cases. In this way, when legitimate, more serious cases come to 

light, the administrator can point out that allegations of abuse 

are statistically very unreliable. 

1-=-... Ask some general questions of staff and kids. "What do 

you do when residents fight?1I IIWhat d.:) staff do if yell.! arid 

another kid get into a fight?" Such questiorls al'''e freql.lently 

more productive than, "What exactly happened on Monday at eight 

o'clock?" 

13. Talk to people who visit the facility but who don't work 

directly for it to get an obJective picture of what's happening. 

Volunteer groups, community boards, where they exist, and 

external professionals who contract with the facility may be 

excellent sources of information. 

14. Remember that an investigation in a secure facility is 

more like a police investigation than a child abuse investigation 

in the community. Good police precedure for col12cting and 

handling evidence is a good model for you to follow. It might be 

a good idea to talk to a trained investigator or to get a police 
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.. detective to talk to your staff group about these issues • 

15. Bear in Mind that paid professional child care workers 

Must be held to a higher standard than family members. Also, 

child care staff, and institutions in general, are usually much 

more sophisticated and capable of covering up abuse than are 

parents in a family setting. The goal of institutional abuse 

investigations is to establish the facts in a criminal assault 

case. Therefore, the investigation must be conducted in a manner 

which will hold up in a court of law. 

16. The investigator cannot legally assure the alleged 

perpetrator that the information he provides will not be used 

against him in subsequent administration actions or criminal 

prosecutions. Therefore, if the alleged perpetrator refuses to 

be interviewed, this should not be construed as an admission of 

guilt. 

17. If an alleged abuser confesses, it is still necessary t.:) 

complete a full investigation to establish mitigating 

circumstances that might influence recommended action and to 

protect the investigation against the staff members accepting the 

confession. 
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